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Bibliography format for books with editors

Author(s): There are no authors of individual chapters. Editor(s): Smith, M. J., &amp; Liehr, P.R. (Eds.). Publication date: (2014). The title of the book is italicized: Middle range theory for nursing. If there is a different edition than the first: (3rd out April). City &amp; State book is published in: New York, NY: Publisher: Springer Publishers Retrieved from . American Psychological
Association, sixth edition. 7.02 Books, reference books &amp; Book Chapers, p. 202-205. Did this help? Please give us feedback. Want to know how to refer to a book in a APA paper? It's easy to create APA book reference quotes for a print or ebook in the reference list when you understand the format. APA 7 uses the author date system, which means that the author's last
name, first initial, the date of publication, title, and publisher are important elements of the book quote. Learn how to create APA book reference quotes for books with authors, books with editors, multiple chapter books, and volumes. How to quote a book in APA When it comes to creating a APA book reference quote, there are different ways you can do it, depending on the number
of authors in the source. Basic book reference format – One author For formatting for one author, use the author's last name, first name, first name, middle name (if available). (Year of publication in parentheses). Book title in italics. Publisher. Author, A. A. (Date). Title of the work. Publisher. Note: The title of the book is in italics with the first word capitalized only. Example of quote
A writer Cunningham, J.B. (1997). The source book for stress management. Lowell House. Note: Books that have subtitles should be formatted as follows: Book title: Subtitle of this book. Multiple author box quote When you have more than one author, you must print up to 20 of them. This was a change that APA made in its 7th year. It's easy to create source quotes for books with
two or more authors. View and download PDF Example Book Quote for 2 to 19 Authors Diamond, H., &amp; Diamond, M. (1987). Suitable for life. Warner Book. Example Book Quote 20 or more authors Beetle, F. H., Choi, M. J., Bard, L.L., Harland, A. A., Stanley, J.A., Tipman, S.T., Jones, G., Morse, K., Johnson, T.M., Smith P., Rubin, L., Williams, L., van Hern, N. J., Brown, N.,
Lopez, T. J., Taylor, L., Jackson I. O., Moore, R.R., Wilson, A. T.,... In 2017, 100,000 people were 100,000 people. Technical documentation for software engineers. Neal-Schuman Publishers. APA book reference for entire edited books Do you need to create a APA citation for an edited book without an author? Next, you need to add (Ed.) to parentheses after their name as:
Editor, A. A. (Ed.). (Date). Title of the book: Subtitle of book. Publisher. Example quote Edited books with One Editor Brown, J. A. (Ed.). (2010). How to buy a house: A real estate guide. Smith and Brown. APA book reference for 2 or more editors With more format is the same as multiple authors, except that you add (Eds.) to their names. Editor, A. A., &amp; Editor, B.B. (Eds.).
(2002). Title of book: Subtitles of book. Publisher. Example of quote edited books with 2 or more editors Steinberg, M., &amp; Embruy, S. H. (Eds.). (1994). Sickle cell disease: Basic principles and clinical practice. Raven Press. APA reference for a chapter in an edited book in APA format, you will find yourself quoting all kinds of sources, even the chapter of an edited book. If you
quote only one chapter in an edited book, include the page numbers. Example format of chapter in edited book an editor author, A. A. (2002). The title of the chapter. In A. A. Editor (Ed.), Title of Book (pp. chapter pages). Publisher. Example format of chapter in edited book two editors author, A. A., &amp; Author, B.B. (Year of Construction). The title of the chapter. In A. A. Editor
&amp; B.B. Editor (Eds.), Title of Book (pp. chapter pages). Publisher. Example book quote for chapter in edited book Haybron, D.M. (2008). Philosophy and the science of subjective well-being. In M. Eid &amp; R.J. Larsen (Eds.), the science of subjective well-being (p. 17-43). In 1999, there was 100 0 In-Text Citation for Chapter in Edited Book Book References for Multi-Volume
Works in APA In cases where you refer to multi-volume work, you should include the volume numbers in the citation. Multi-volume Editor format Works One Editor, A. A. (Ed.). (2006). Title of volumes (Vols. x-x). Publisher. Format for Multi-Volume Works Two Editors Editor, A. A., &amp; Editor, B.B. (Eds.). Title of volumes. (Vols. x-x). Publisher. Example quote for multi-volume
works Thomson, A. W., &amp; Lotze, M. T. (Eds.). (2003). Cytokine Manual (Vols. 1-2). Academic press. APA book references for translations In cases where you refer to a work that has been translated, you should include who translated the book. Author, A. A. (Year of publication). Title of work: Subtitle (T. Translator, Trans.). Publisher. (Originally published year) Sample book
quote for translated work Janson, R. (1989). Symposium (A. Woodruff, Trans.). New York Company. (Original work published approx. 480-500 f.Kr.) Order references for editions beyond first in APA If you have a book beyond the first edition when creating a APA book reference quote, you include the edition. Author, A. A. (Year of publication). Title of the work: Subtitle (# edition).
Publisher. Example Book Quote Beyond First Edition Bath, R. (2019). Become a successful author (3rd out April). In 1999 there were 100,000 people APA Book reference for E-books Everything is online, even books; Therefore, you need to know how to make a quote for e-books. In the 7th edition of APA, they took out the need to include sourced from and the platform or device
as [Kindle]. Now include the publisher before the download site. Author, A. A. (Date). Working title. Publisher. Downloadsite.com Example Citation Online Book Keynes, R. (2017). Fossils and fuegians: Charles Charles adventures and discoveries on the Beagle. In 1999 a Where to find the information for a APA Book reference It is all nice and dandy to know what information to
include, but it is equally important to know where to find the information for the book quote. Fortunately, most of the information is easy to find on the first pages of the book. On the first pages, you can quickly find the author, title, publisher and publishing year, along with the editors and volumes. APA Book Reference Examples of APA Book Reference Examples give you a great
look at APA citation methods. And if you need a simple quote tool, you can use the citation generator. To create a reference quote for a book in APA, you need the author, date, title, and publisher. Some books will require more items such as editions and volumes, but these are the basic components. An example of a basic book quote includes: Gareven, J.R. (2015). Examining
the stars. In 1999, a new film was released about When you quote a book in the sixth edition of APA format, including the location of the publisher in the quote. An example of a APA 6 book quote looks like: Author, A. (Year). The title of the book. Location. Publisher. The appearance of the APA format style is unique to the American Psychological Association and includes several
guidelines. However, the basic APA-style guidelines include 1-inch margins around, running headings, run date, paragraph indentation, and double spacing throughout. The quotes are unique to each source, but include author, date, title, and source location. A book quote on the APA reference page includes the author, date, title, and publisher. The author's last name, first initial.
(Publication year). The title of the work in sentence case. Publisher of the book. When it comes to creating a reference quote for a textbook, you usually have to do with multi-volume books. Therefore, you must also include the volumes in the book. This would follow the format: Editor Last Name, A. A. (Ed.). (Year of Publication). Title of volumes (Vols. x-x). Publisher. In 1981 he
became 1981. Statistical designs for survey research. In G. H. Stempel III &amp; B. H. Westley (Eds.), Research Methods in Mass Communication (p. 167-195). Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall. Note: If you use a chapter in an edited book, quote as specifically as possible: quote the chapter not the book as a whole. For the reference above the following quotation in text is
used: (Wade, 1981, p. 170). Chapter of an edited book: electronic form (with DOI) Valls-Ferrer, M., &amp; Mora, J.C. (2014). L2 flow development in formal instruction and studies abroad: The role of first flow level and language contact. In C. Pérez-Vidal (Ed.), Language acquisition in studies abroad and formal instructional contexts (p. 111-136). chapter of an edited book:
Electronic Form (No DOI) Quina, K., &amp; Kanarian, M. A. (1988). Education. In P. Bronstein &amp; K. Quina (Eds.), Teaching a Psychology of People: Resources for Gender and Sociocultural Consciousness (p. 200-208). Retrieved from
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